probably being the most potent if they happen to be present in the flow. Another type of environmental disturbance that has received considerable attention in the literature is freestream turbulence, which was actually studied by Dryden (1936) , but the later investigations of Klebanoff (1971) seem to be more well known.
Klebanoff measured the velocity fluctuations in a laminar flat-plate boundary layer due to externally imposed turbulence in a free stream (Reshotko, 1994 ) with nominally uniform upstream velocity. Figure 1 
is a plot made by
Klebanoff that has been shown around quite a bit, but, to our knowledge, has not actually been published in a journal article. He found, among other things, that the streamwise velocity fluctuations U_u' peak at an rl of about 2.3 and attain a maximum value of about one percent of the undisturbed free-stream velocity U_ (where r I is the usual Blasius variable, i.e., the normal coordinate n divided by the boundary-layer thickness 80 = _/U_ with x* denoting the distance along the plate, and v denoting the kinematic viscosity). However, Klebanoff' s most important observation was that the measured hot-wire signal passed through a low-pass filter at 12 Hz was almost identical in magnitude to the signal measured over all frequencies, indicating that most of the energy was at frequencies below 12 Hz (Reshotko, 1994) . This result has now been reproduced many times by Leventhal and Reshotko (1981) , Kendall (1985 and , Arnal and JuiUen (1978) , Westin et al. (1994) , and others. Kendall's lateral correlation studies show these structures to be very narrow in the spanwise direction----of the order of twice the displacement thickness fi* in his particular case (where 8" --1.7 _0), while other experimenters find it to be nearly equal to fi*. Kendall called these low-frequency structures, Klebanoff modes, and that name seems to have stuck. Klebanoff (1971) 
This means that the difference between the actual streamwise velocity u and the Blasius solution should be proportional to TIFf', which leads to the excellent agreement shown in figure 2--which is just a replot of the previous data. This idea was presumably based on an earlier proposal by Bradshaw (1965) and put on a more or less rigorous analytical basis by Crow (1966) to explain the fairly large thickening and thinning of the boundary layer observed by Klebanoff and Tidstrom (1959) in their famous peak-valley splitting work, under presumably disturbance-free conditions where the mean flow would be expected to be two-dimensional. Bradshaw (1965) , who observed similar behavior at the National Physical Laboratory, proposed that the observed thickening and thinning could be produced by a small spanwise-periodic variation in the upstream mean-flow direction. Crow (1966) analyzed this phenomenon by considering a small-amplitude linearized sinusoidal perturbation of the flow over an infinitely thin flat plate, i.e., he considered the spanwise velocity perturbation (see fig. 3 )
imposed on a uniform flow Uo, over an infinitely thin plate, where E<<I is a measure of the disturbance amplitude, _.
is its characteristic spanwise length scale, and z = z*/_.
He assumed that the disturbance Reynolds number _ -Rke (where Rk = UooX/v) is 0(1) and showed that the resulting streamwise boundary-layer velocity was of the form 1 u = F_ -_ (ex sin 27r z)r/Fl_ (3) where x = x*/_. is the scaled streamwise coordinate, which means that the corresponding boundary-layer thickness would be (4)
AN ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL
Crow's solution leads to a steady streamwise vorticity disturbance at the surface of the plate. On the other hand, the most general vortical distortion that can be imposed on the flow consists of all Fourier components of an arbitrary (unsteady) convected gust solution (Goldstein, 1978) of the linearized inviscid equations of motion. The streamwise vorticity component of the upstream motion was considered by Goldstein and Leib (1993a) . However, here we look at another component of the upstream motion that might be visualized as the periodic steady wake flow shown in figure 4 , and can best be described as a spanwise variation in the streamwise velocity, so that the upstream vorticity is initially normal to the plate.
Our reason for considering this component is based on the following considerations. Firstly, the inviscid rapid distortion theory described below (see Hunt and Carruthers, 1990 and Goldstein, 1978 , for additional details) shows that the inviscid vortex stretching around the plate tends to amplify the normal component of vorticity more than the other components. It also shows that, while the surface velocity remains bounded when the frequency of the disturbance is 0(UoJg), the zero-frequency (i.e., quasi-steady) component becomes logarithmically infinite at the surface of the plate--which means that the vortex stretching acts like a low-pass filter that preselects the low-frequency NASA/TM--1998-206298component ofthemotion. Secondly, thesolution tothelinearized unsteady boundary-layer equations (Gufiaev etal., 1989) shows thattheboundary layer onthesurface oftheplate alsoselectively amplifies thelow-frequency portion ofthespectrum withthesmall spanwise wavelength components undergoing thegreatest amplification. Theunsteady part oftheflowactually moves outoftheboundary layer atlarge values ofx, (first intoakindofedge layer andthen intothefreestream) sothat theboundary layer also actsasalow-pass filterforthefree-stream turbulence. These various mechanisms areresponsible forproducing thelow-frequency elongated structures intheboundarylayer which wehave referred toasKlebanoff modes. Since theexternal turbulent flowbehaves moreorless linearly tolowest order ofapproximation, wecanprobably gainsome useful insight intothedominant motion inthe boundary layer byconsidering themost amplified Fourier component ofthatflow,which leads totheupstream boundary conditions described above.
Whiletheinviscid vortex stretching around theplate tends topreselect thezero-frequency (i.e., co <<UJ_) component ofthefree-stream distortion, theboundary-layer flowitself actually selects thelow-frequency components corresponding tocox*/Uoo =0(1), where codenotes thefrequency, sothat, whiletheexternal flowisquasisteady, theboundary-layer motion is actually governed bytheunsteady boundary-layer equations (Guliaev etal., 1989) . However, thepurpose ofthispaper is toexplain some oftherelevant physical phenomena, rather thannumerically reproduce theexperimental results, and thiscan best bedone byconcentrating onthenonlinear phenomenaand ignoring theunsteady effects.
Moreover, Watmuff (1997) found thathewasable toreduce thepeak RMSvelocity intheKlebanoff modes by about 50percent andmake hismeasured contours ofconstant RMSvelocity much more uniform byreordering his screens based onlaser scans oftheuniformity ofthemesh. Hewasalsoable todirectly measure weak spanwise nonuniformities inthemean flowvelocity upstream oftheplate which hadanelongated streakiness in thetransverse direction. Watmuff concludes fromthisthat, "Theevidence isalmost overwhelming that thenonuniformities in the freestream (and hence theKlebanoff modes intheboundary layer) originate fromsmall nonuniformities inthe porosity ofthewindtunnel screens." Thewake-like distortion described above clearly provides anappropriate mathematical representation forthistypeofnonuniformity.
Thestretching ofthevortex finesaround theplate notonlyamplifies thelow-frequency component ofthevorticity, butalsoproduces therequired streamwise vorticity attheplatesurface asshown infigure4.Thisstreamwise vorticity thenleads toaperturbation tothestreamwise boundary layer velocity thatissimilar totheresult obtained byCrow. Boththese velocity perturbations increase more orless linearly withthestreamwise distance x*,andthe solutions aretherefore notuniformly validinthestreamwise direction, i.e., theperturbation velocity will become of thesame order asthebase flowwhen ex = 0(1) (see (3)). Moreover, the continued downstream growth of the mean boundary layer eventually causes the boundary-layer thickness to become of the same order as the spanwise wave length of the upstream distortion.
These linearized boundary-layer analyses can therefore only predict the initial stages of the bo,undary-layer development, and certainly not the inherently nonlinear processes that occur further downstream which may, as we shall see, be important for predicting the ultimate transition to turbulence. Moreover, the experiments show (as noted above) that the spanwise wave length of the dominant motion in the boundary layer (i.e., the Klebanoff mode) is of the same order as the boundary-layer thickness in the region where the measurements are carded out.
ASYMPTOTIC STRUCTURE OF FLOW
This leads us to consider the flow configuration depicted in figure 5 . As in the Crow (1966) analysis, we allow the disturbance Reynolds number t_ to be 0(1), but now suppose that there is a wake-type velocity distortion imposed on the flow at a distance 0(E/e) upstream of the leading edge, where, as before, e is the amplitude of the distortion and _, is its characteristic spatial scale. We also suppose that the plate thickness is 0(_). Then in the asymptotic limit e _ 0, R_ --_ _, with t_ = eRT. held fixed, the flow divides itself into four distinct asymptotic regions. The first (Region ® in fig. 5 ) is a primarily inviscid region of dimensions 0(_) surrounding the leading edge where the motion is a linear perturbation about a steady potential flow--which is the fundamental assumption for a branch of fluid mechanics now commonly referred to as linear-rapid-distortion theory (Hunt and Carruthers, 1990) . Classical rapid distortion theory (RDT) assumes that the disturbance length scale, _, is much smaller than the mean-flow length scale. Here we follow the modern approach and allow these length scales to be of the same order. This theory has its origins in a marvelous paper by Sir James that he called simply "Drift" and published in the first issue of the Journal of Fluid Mechanics (1956). Lighthill considered the flow around an infinite circular cylinder and assumed that the imposed upstream distortion varied linearly with z, rather than being periodic as in the present study.
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Below Region (9(i.e., theRDTregion) is a region (Region _ in fig. 5 ) where the flow is governed by the linearized laminar boundary-layer equations--as it is in the Crow (1966) analysis--with the resulting solution being somewhat similar to the one found by Crow--at least to the lowest order of approximation. As in Crow' s analysis, the linear boundary-layer solution breaks down when ex becomes large, and a new solution has to be obtained when = ex is order one, i.e., in Region ®. The flow in Region ® is now fully three-dimensional, even though the crossflow velocity w is still small, i.e., 0(e). This is because the streamwise length scale is now large enough to allow a balance between the streamwise and spanwise convection terms within the governing equations. The flow in this region is then governed by what were originally referred to as the "boundary-region equations" by Kemp (1951) , who was the first to use them, but that terminology seems to have gotten lost over the years. In any event, they are simply the Navier-Stokes equations with streamwise derivatives neglected in the viscous and pressure gradient terms and, more importantly, correspond to a rational asymptotic limit of the Navier-Stokes equations for the flows of the type being considered here. In the present paper, we resurrect the original terminology and refer to this approximate form of the Navier-Stokes equations as the boundary-region equations. Finally, the flow in the large outer Region @ is very simple and corresponds to a slow viscous decay of the imposed upstream velocity perturbation
over the long streamwise length scale which is balanced by a weak crossflow velocity
a& needed to satisfy continuity. As in the Crow analysis, we have put x = x*/_, y = y*/_,, z = z*/_. and have assumed, for simplicity, that u_ = a cos 2_ z, where a = constant, i.e., that the upstream distortion is purely harmonic. The result can easily be generalized to an arbitrary periodic function of z, but the final result is not as transparent, and the physical phenomena can probably be better illustrated by considering only a single harmonic component.
The upstream boundary condition has to be imposed at a finite distance upstream of the leading edge, say L, on the long streamwise length scale _, but this corresponds to upstream infinity on the rapid inner scale x on which the potential flow field about the plate actually varies. So the upstream boundary condition is more or less unaffected by the presence of the plate in the strict asymptotic sense (but see Section 2.5 of Goldstein, 1978) . Finally, the solutions in each of the individual Regions 0) to ® must match together in the matched asymptotic expansion sense (Van Dyke, 1975) .
THE RAPID DISTORTION THEORY SOLUTION
The flow in Region ® (the RDT region) is given by the simple formula (Goldstein, 1978) --w + e[v_ + au_ (z)VA]
wfiere _(x,y) is the known potential for the mean flow about the plate (including the mean boundary-layer displacement effects, if necessary), a = e-L/a is a constant, u(z) is still assumed to be purely harmonic, and A(x,y) is the famous Lighthill (1956 )-Darwin (1953 drift function to which the title of Lighthill's (1956) paper refers. Its difference between any two points on a streamline is equal to the time it takes a fluid particle to traverse that distance. It can be expressed as a simple integral (Lighthill, 1956; Goldstein, 1978; Darwin, 1953) . Finally, the "perturbation potential" t_(x,y,z) (which is produced by the interaction Of the upstream distortion with the flow field of the finite thickness plate) is determined by the simple Poisson' s equation
subject to the boundary conditions
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Its solution shows that the crossflow velocity w exhibits the well-known logarithmic singularity
as the mean-flow stream function _(x,y) goes to 0 at the surface of the plate (Lighthill, 1956; Goldstein, 1978) where c_is a constant related to mean potential flow in the vicinity of the forward stagnation point. Since a similar
analysis of the unsteady flow shows that the 0(U /_) frequency components of the motion remain bounded at the surface of the plate, this result justifies our observations (in Section 2 above) about the selective amplification of the low-frequency component of the motion.
The solution to the boundary-value problem (8) to (10) must, in general, be found numerically. However, we are mainly interested in the flow in the nonlinear Region ®, and the upstream boundary conditions for this region can be obtained from the asymptotic solution to the RDT problem as x --->_. Fortunately, this result can be obtained independently of the upstream solutions (Goldstein and Durbin, 1980; Goldstein, Leib, and Cowley, 1992) by (analyrically) solving a simple equation with constant coefficients. The resulting solution, which is the same as in Goldstein, Leib, and Cowley (1992) , depends on the upstream history effects only through the asymptotic drift function A+ + x, where A+ is a suitable integral over the particle paths from upstream infinity to downstream infinity. The latter exhibits the logarithmic singularity
at the surface of the plate corresponding to the log singularity in (11).
THE LINEAR BOUNDARY-LAYER SOLUTION
Region ® coincides with the boundary layer on the surface of the flat plate. The relatively mild singularity in the inner limit of the Region (i) solution (11), which forms the outer limit of the Region ® solution, can be smoothed out by viscous effects (Goldstein, Leib, and Cowley, 1992; Toomre, 1960) in Region @. In fact, the mean boundary layer is again of the Blasius type sufficiently far downstream in the flow, and an analysis similar to that of Crow (1996) shows that the distorted streamwise velocity is now given by
to lowest order of approximation. This result differs from Crow' s because the gauge function ex tn (ex) is larger than his by the factor tn (ex) in order to accommodate the log singularity in the external flow. However, the next order (i.e., 0(E)) terms in (13) would be significantly different from those obtained by Crow (1966) (whose lowest order perturbation is 0(ex)).
THE LARGE-DISTURBANCE-REYNOLDS-NUMBER LIMIT OF THE BOUNDARY-REGION EQUATION SOLUTIONS AND THE FORMATION OF TURBULENT SPOTS
The asymptotic solution (13) provides the upstream matching condition (i.e., the upstream boundary condition)
for the flow in the larger region downstream (Region ® in fig. 5 ). While the solution in this region is parabolic and can therefore be found by downstream marching, it still constitutes a relatively difficult numerical problem (Davis and Rubin, 1980; Wundrow, 1996) . It therefore seems desirable to obtain some simplified analytical results. This NASA/TM--1998-206298
canbedone by considering the large-and small-disturbance-Reynolds-number limits. In the small-disturbanceReynolds-number fimit, the boundary-region equations become linear. Here we discuss only the large-disturbanceReynolds-number limit in which _ -eR_. goes to infinity (as was done in Cowley, 1992, and Leib, 1993a,b) .
In the large-_ limit, the downstream nonlinear flow splits into two layers when _1 = -_ gn(X/_)= 0(1) where
the new gauge function S(a) is determined by =S _ ( )-= ffgn ,_/_ : a viscous wall layer in which the ow is governed by the three-dimensional, boundary-layer equations with no pressure-gradient terms--rather than by the boundaryregion equations and an outer inviscid vorticity layer induced by the log singularity in the upstream RDT solution.
The scaled crossflow velocity W = aw/,_n (M_) in this latter region is determined by the inviscid Burgers equation (see fig. 6 )
which can, of course, be solved analytically. This solution can then be used to obtain the appropriate outer-edge boundary condition for the viscous wall layer whose thickness _ is now smaller than _, by a factor of the square root of _ (the large disturbance Reynolds number) times _nk/_ (Goldstein, Leib, and Cowley, 1992) . The boundary condition is that the streamwise velocity U goes to one, and the scaled crossflow velocity W goes to
where
uooz is the imposed upstream velocity perturbation discussed above, and the primes denote differentiation with respect to the total argument (Goldstein, Leib, and Cowley, 1992) .
The solution to this boundary-value problem can be expressed in terms of the Blasius solution by
where _ is now given by
rather than by the usual Blasius variable. Timoshin (1992) recently used a similar transform to solve a very different boundary-layer problem. Since _ now depends on z, U also exhibits this dependence, and the solution is therefore directly interpretable as a localized thickening and thinning of the Blasius boundary layer. It is a natural extension of the linearized Crow-type solution into the nonlinear region. In fact, the large<Y limit of the linear boundary-layer solution (13) can be recovered by expanding F B and _ in a Taylor series for small 2l--SO the solution (16) clearly matches onto the appropriate linear solution in Region _) as XI -+ 0. Of course, the solution to Burgers equation (14) eventually develops a singularity at a finite downstream position and is discontinuous or multivalued downstream of that point. This introduces a line of singularities into the vorticity-layer solution and a surface of discontinuity downstream of that line (Goldstein, Leib, and Cowley, 1992) .
(See fig. 7 .) A new inviscid solution, which accounts for streamline curvature effects, can then be constructed to eliminate the line singularity, and (downstream of that) an inviscid solution that brings in pressure-gradient effects can be constructed to eliminate the surface discontinuity (Goldstein and Leib, 1993b) . This is all rather intricate, but theimportant thing tonote isthatthissolution isstillinviscid andhas thegeneral structure shown in figure 7 (Goldstein, Leib, andCowley, 1992; Goldstein and Leib,1993b) . However, thedownstream pressure-gradient solutionimposes itsstrong pressure gradients ontheunderlying boundary layer andcauses it todevelop asingularity at afinitedownstream position. Thissingularity isanindication thattheboundary-layer approximation breaks down, andanew(less approximate) setofequations hastobeused todescribe theflow.Since thespanwise length scale decreases and theboundary-layer thickness increases in thevicinityofthesingularity, thisprobably turns outtobe thefull boundary-region equations. Theboundary-layer velocity profileeventually becomes much flaterandcaneven become inflectional in the viscinity ofthesingularity. (See Goldstein, Leib, andCowley, 1992 .) Theflowtherefore becomes susceptible to rapidlygrowing Tollmien-Schlichting waves and possibly even Rayleigh instabilities which could ultimately lead to theformation ofturbulent spots. It therefore provides apossible "bypass" mechanism thatcould lead totransition without involving amore global Tollmien-Schlichting wave system (butsee below). Figure 8isaplot (taken fromGoldstein, Leib,andCowley, 1992) ofconstant streamwise velocity contours in thecrossflow plane calculated atvarious streamwise locations withu setequal tocosz.Theinitialspanwise variationinthelinear regime is,ofcourse, sinusoidal, and thesubsequent effect ofthenonlinearity istoproduce asharp focusing along thelinesofmaximal thickness, withtheattendant introduction ofprogressively shorter streamwise length scales intotheflow.
Since thelarge streamwise velocity perturbations areconcentrated in narrow spanwise regions, thespanwise average RMS velocity Figure 8shows that thisis large enough toproduce localized nonlinear behavior, whilethestraight-line behavior ofthesolid curve suggests that theRMS velocity continues tobehave linearly.
Theexperiments (see comprehensive summary in table III ofWestin, etal.,1994) show that theKlebanoff mode RMSvelocity fluctuations caneasily exceed 10percent. Thepresent results, therefore, suggest thatthecorresponding maximum velocity fluctuations willthenbelarge enough toproduce thelocalized breakdown ofthe boundary-layer solution alluded toabove, even though theRMS velocity fluctuations arestillrelatively small. Needlesstosay, nonlinear theory willhave tobeused tocalculate theflow. Figure 10isaflowvisualization byKendall (1985) using asmoke-wire technique toviewthecrossflow plane withacamera located 3mdownstream ofthetest section. Thesmoke wirewaslocated ataBlasius rI value ofabout 1.5. Thisfiguresuggests that thecrossflow distortion isfocused inrather narrow spanwise regions in agreement with thetheoretical predictions. Figure 11shows some data taken byKendall (1985, 1990) in anexperiment similar toKlebanoff's. Theclosed symbols show theagreement ofthemean velocity distribution withtheBlasius profile. Theopen symbols arethe filtered signal attheTollmien-Schlichting wave frequency. Thisdisturbance isclearly small (note the20-fold magnification) andconcentrated attheouter edge oftheboundary layer--definitely notaT-Smode. Theremaining curve represents thebroad-band signal corresponding tothelow-frequency Klebanoff mode. Thesolidcurve isthe rlF/_' mode shape proposed byKlebanoff andputonamore rigorous analytical basis byCrow(1966). Kendall's turbulence levels arehigher than those ofKlebanoff byafactor ofabout fourorfive,buttheresults arethesame; the agreement withCrow's mode shape isexcellent, except perhaps attheouter edge oftheboundary layer where the data approaches afinitevalue whileCrow's analytical distribution goes tozero. Figure 12is areplot ofthedata in Figure 11 , butthesolidcurve isnowobtained from(18)withU determined from(16)and(17). Theagreement is nowslightly better thanit waswithCrow's linear mode shape._.
APPLICATION OFSOLUTION TOKENDALL'S EXPERIMENT
WhileKendall didnotobserve anyTollmien-Schlichting waves intheregion where theKlebanoff modes first become predominant, hediddetect T-Swave packets further downstream. These wave packets frequently exhibited nonlinear amplitude dependence onthefree-stream turbulence level, butmuch more interestingly, appeared tobe highlyintermittent---even though Kendall' smeasurements showed thefree-stream turbulence toberelatively timestationary (Kendall, 1985) .
Apossible explanation forthis,aswellasforthenonlinear dependence onfree-stream amplitude, isthatthe upstream Klebanoff modes actasreceptivity sites forthefree-stream turbulence (Goldstein, Leib, andWundrow, 1992) . At thelowMachnumbers ofKendall's experiment, there isprobably asignificant mismatch between theT-S wave length andthewave length ofthefree-stream turbulence--with thelatter being considerably longer than the former. It istherefore necessary that theboundary-layer flowcontain some sortofshort streamwise length scale that can"scatter" thelongwavelength free-stream disturbance intotheshorter T-Swaves. It hasbeen shown (Goldstein, 1983; Goldstein etal.,1983; Goldstein andHultgren, 1989; Goldstein, 1985) that(1)imperfections intheplatesurface, (2)thesudden change inthecurvature atthejunction between theleading-edge region andtheflatportion of theplate, and(3)therapidgrowth ofthelaminar boundary layer attheleading edge canallproduce therequisite short streamwise length scale. Our proposal here isthattheKlebanoff modes can also fulfill this role with the short streamwise length scales resulting from the previously shown focusing effect that occurs in the large-_ asymptotic solution.
Since the Klebanoff modes are, in reality, not very steady, but rather meander across the plate at low frequencies, i.e., they are governed by the unsteady boundary-layer equations, the more or less localized receptivity centers would also be expected to move around and thereby cause the T.S. wave packets to appear to be intermittent to a downstream observer with a fixed probe.
NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE BOUNDARY-REGION EQUATIONS AND ALGEBRAIC DISTURBANCE GROWTH
The appearance of logarithmic gauge functions in the large 6 asymptotic expansion for the solution in Region ® (see Goldstein, Leib, and Cowley, 1992) suggests that this expansion is not very robust. The only recourse is to solve the full (or perhaps the linearized) boundary-region equations numerically.
Here we discuss the full nonlinear case. The relevant initial conditions are determined by requiring that the solutions match onto the asymptotic solutions in the upstream RDT/linear boundary-layer region (Region ® and @ in Fig. 5 ). Since, as we have seen, the streamwise boundary-layer velocity grows nearly linearly with x (actually it grows like x _n x), the initial velocity in Region ® will have to exhibit the same nearly algebraic growth. (This is, of course, also true for the large-_ asymptotic solution described above, which actually exhibits purely linear growth to lowest order of approximation.)
This linear or nearly linear growth corresponds to the algebraic growth mechanism originally discussed for boundary layers by Hultgren and Gustavsson (1981) , subsequently promoted by Landahl and his students (Landahl, 1990; Russell and Landahl, 1984) as a possible explanation for certain types of bypass transition, and now appears to be gaining increasing acceptance by the transition community as a viable alternative to instability wave mechanisms. We have applied it to spatially growing disturbances (in Cowley, 1992, and Wundrow, 1992) and, more importantly, shown how these latter disturbances can be generated by realistic disturbances in the environment (i.e., we have shown in Morkovin's words that these algebraically growing disturbances are "environmentally realizable").
Our results also suggest that it is probably necessary to account for nonparallel flow effects when dealing with disturbances that are both environmentally realizable and algebraically growing. Figure 13 shows some preliminary solutions to the boundary-region equations taken from Wundrow (1996) .
These results roughly match onto the upstream RDT solution with uo_ still given by cos z. However, the initial condition has now been adjusted to make the velocity profiles more inflexional. The figure again shows contours of constant streamwise velocity in the crossflow plane at various streamwise locations. As expected, the initial flow is relatively two-dimensional with the perturbation varying sinusoidally in the z-direction. The figure also shows a NASA/TM--1998-206298
fairlyrapid departure fromtheinitialtwo-dimensional state thatbecomes more nonharmonic withincreasing downstream distance. Therelative distortion becomes maximal somewhere downstream of_ = 1.3(i.e., x =0.3_/E) and then rapidlydecays out withfurther increase indownstream distance duetotheaction ofviscosity. So, unlikethe large-disturbance-Reynolds-number limitthat wediscussed above, theboundary layer does notdevelope asingularityinthiscase. Theideas discussed inthispaper canbeextended tothecase where theupstream distortion isunsteady. The boundary layer will filteroutmost, butnotall,oftheunsteady components ofthemotion, and theflowinRegion ® will bedescribed bytheunsteady boundary-region equations. Therelevant solution tothese equations requires extensive numerical computation, which can, however, begreatly simplified byconsidering thesmall-disturbanceReynolds-number limit.Thishas been done inLeib, Wundrow, and Goldstein (1997) .
EFFECT OFKLEBANOFF MODES ONINSTABILITY WAVES
At verylow free-stream turbulence levels (~0.1%), even the Schubauer and Skramstad (1948) experiments show that the nonlinear breakdown of Tollmien-Schlichting waves are directly responsible for the appearance of turbulent spots. The situation is less clear at intermediate turbulence levels (of the order of 1 percent or so). Figure   13 of Westin et al. (1994) shows that there is enhanced streamwise amplification of the boundary-layer fluctuations within the band of frequencies corresponding to unstable Tollmien-Schlichting wave growth. However, these fluctuations tend to be broad band, rather than being concentrated in a narrow range about the most unstable frequency as in the low-turbulence-level experiments.
But follow-on experiments by Boiko et al. (1994) , in which discrete frequency ToUmien-Schlichting waves were artificially introduced into the flow, show that sufficiently high levels of free-stream turbulence (and, therefore, presumably the Klebanoff modes) can produce significant transfer of energy between frequencies within the unstable bands for Tollmien-Schlichting waves. It may therefore be possible that unstable Tollmien-Schlichting-type waves growing on a base flow computed from the unsteady boundary-region equations will exhibit a sufficiently broad band-width to explain the experimental observations. But in order to verify this, it is necessary to investigate the stability of this unsteady base flow, which is currently being done by the present authors. However, even without doing the calculation, it is clear that certain portions of an initially undistorted T.S. wave would grow faster than others as it propagates downstream, since certain portions of the base flow would be more unstable than others. In fact, the rapidly growing localized Tomlmien-Schlichting waves and/or Rayleigh instabilities that we discussed in conjunction with the large turbulent Reynolds-number, Klebanoff-mode solution could be part of a more global T.S. wave system that impinges on the locally destabilized region from upstream. This would certainly enhance the local growth of the T.S. wave over the two-dimensional case, even though the average growth could be much smaller than in the two-dimensional case.
The various mechanisms discussed in this paper could be operative in different flow regimes up to free-stream turbulence levels of about 5 percent. Beyond that point, it is impossible to detect any turbulent spots or, for that matter, any other discernible features of the flow.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In all of the experiments of which the authors are aware, no matter what the free-stream turbulence level, the dominant streamwise velocity fluctuations are of the Klebanoff type, i.e., they are of very low frequency, have a peak value at a Blasius rl-value of about 2.3, are very elongated in the streamwise direction, and are very narrow in the spanwise direction. We have noted that this is consistent with the predictions of inviscid rapid-distortion theory, which shows that the vortex stretching around the plate selectively amplifies the low-frequency component of the motion. We also pointed out that it is consistent with the solutions to the linearized unsteady boundary-layer equations which, for the convected (i.e., pressureless) free-stream disturbances that describe the weak free-stream turbulence, grow linearly with the streamwise coordinate in the low-frequency limit and move out of the boundary layer (first into a kind of edge layer and then into the free stream) in the high-frequency limit; so that only low-frequency disturbances remain in the boundary layer at sufficiently large distances downstream. Moreover, since it turns out that the streamwise velocity perturbations are driven by the spanwise gradient of the spanwise velocity, the streamwise velocity growth rate initially increases with decreasing spanwise length scale.
This trend is eventually reversed by viscous effects in the downstream region where the boundary-layer thickness becomes ofthesame order asthespanwise length scale, and, inthemost general case, themotion is governed bythe unsteady boundary-region equations. Buteven if thisselection didnotoccur, thefree-stream turbulence and/or the mean-flow distortion whichdrivetheKlebanoff modes would eventually run out of energy when the spanwise length scale became too short. These two factors combine to form a selection mechanism for the spanwise length scale, with one or the other becoming dominant, depending on the nature of the free-stream turbulence. This might explain the continuing argument among experimentalists as to whether the spanwise length scale is set by the freestream turbulence or by the boundary layer itself. 
